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Eat right,

stay ﬁt!

Time to read
3 Look at the photos and the introduction to the
article. Why do you think Jamie Oliver is famous?9
4 Read the article. Match the questions (1–15) with the
paragraphs (A–E).
Which paragraph mentions
1 achieving fame very quickly?
.....
2 purchasing fashionable items of clothing?
.....
3 opening new restaurants abroad?
.....
4 being unaware of the contents of some
food products?
.....
5 struggling alone to change a bad situation?
.....
6 resisting peer pressure?
.....
7 being ‘discovered’ by someone in the media?
.....
8 instructing a group of unemployed youths?
.....
9 being unable to reserve a place in a restaurant? .....
10 choosing a career?
.....
11 taking a job to point out the dangers of some food? ....
12 producing meals that are not too difﬁcult to cook? ....
13 behaving in a relaxed and humorous way?
.... ....
14 behaving badly towards other workers?
....
15 helping a family member to prepare food?
.....

EXAMzone

rmation?
Too much time looking for each bit of info
There’s a solution!
information
When you find an answer, underline the
time round!
in the text. Then ignore that bit of text next

Get ideas
1 How much do you know about eating well?
Do you agree with the statements below? Discuss
with a partner.
1 We should eat at least ﬁve different fruit and
vegetables a day.
2 Fresh vegetables contain more vitamins than frozen
ones.
3 Potatoes contain vitamin C.
4 Fruit juice contains as much ﬁbre as fruit.
5 Nuts and beans are a source of protein.
6 Calcium is found in dairy products.
7 A balanced diet includes food like bread, cereals,
pasta and rice.
8 Chocolate is bad for you.
2 How much of the food in Exercise 1 do you eat?
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5 Find words in the article that match these meanings.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

unimaginable (para A)
did something publicly to change something (para A)
stop (para A)
most fashionable (para B)
not fussy (para C)
incredible (para C)
people who are taught and helped by someone more
experienced (para D)
8 a course where you learn a lot in a short time (para D)

Summarise
Summarise Jamie Oliver’s attitude to food and cooking.
He cooks ...
He believes ...
He campaigned ...
He showed/persuaded school kids ...
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Super chef extraordinaire
scooter with rock ’n‘ roll music blaring,
and hosting parties
for all his friends. Jamie spent months
travelling the world to
promote the show, but after two phenom
enal years his
popularity decreased.
D It was the fabulous new series,
Jamie’s Kitchen, that
won the viewers back. After audition
ing 15,000 jobless
young people, Jamie picked ﬁfteen win
ners who would
be ﬁlmed learning to cook in his new
London restaurant,
Fifteen. Millions of viewers watched
as Jamie tried to
teach his trainees, but it wasn’t easy.
They bunked off
work and were rude to the staff. The
y told Jamie sob
stories and even accused him of usin
From cheeky boy to famous ch
g them to improve
ef, Jamie
his
own career. Nine teenagers survived
Oliver has transformed himsel
the crash
f into a
course. The TV show made Fifteen the
most talked-about
top celebrity. So who exactly is
eating place in London and it soon bec
he?
ame impossible to
boo
k a table there. Jamie now plans to repe
or years, we’ve been turning pop sing
A
at the idea
ers,
elsewhere in the UK, and in Sydney
models and actors into celebrities. But
and New York.
celebrity
chefs? Until recently, the idea would
E Jamie’s latest challenge has take
have been
n the UK by storm. In
inconceivable. Now our screens are
Jam
ie’s School Dinners he became a sch
full of
ool dinner chef
trendy, fast-talking super-chefs cooking
so he could let kids see the junk ingr
up delicious
edients that went into
recipes. Top of the celebrity list is Jam
their favourite meals. To their horror,
ie Oliver. With his
they discovered that
friendly and informal style, he’s intro
the Turkey Twizzlers they enjoyed eati
duced us to a whole
ng were not made
new type of cookery programme. In
from real turkey meat, as they had thou
his latest series he
ght, but included a
campaigned on his own to make the
mixture of water, pork fat, turkey skin
government ban the
and
food colouring!
use of junk food in school dinners. Bef
They also learned exactly why a diet
ore that, we saw
of
fast
food makes
him battling to turn ﬁfteen teenagers
you fat and unhealthy. The kids had nev
into cooks. His
er realised how
cookbooks, meanwhile, have sold by
much the food we eat affects our moo
the million, making
d, looks, behaviour,
him a multi-millionaire.
health, growth and even our ability to
concentrate! Jamie
persuaded them to try nutritious food
B Jamie’s passion for cooking star
s like fruit, yoghurt
ted young. His dad ran
and vegetables for lunch, instead of
a pub and he helped out in the kitchen
their usual fast-food
. ‘It just seemed such
diet of burgers, chips, sweets and ﬁzzy
a cool place – everyone working toge
ther to make this
drinks. To their
amazement, they discovered that fres
lovely stuff and having a laugh with eve
h food tasted better
rybody,’ he
than processed food. The series got
explains. The boys at his school tried
everyone thinking,
to persuade him that
and the government has now promised
cooking was ‘a girlie thing’ but he disa
to bring back
greed. He could buy
practical cookery lessons for students
the coolest trainers in town with the mon
to teach them the
ey he earned in
importance of a balanced diet, food
the kitchen! He left school at sixteen,
safety and hygiene.
not much good at
writing and spelling, but knowing the
only thing he wanted
was to be a chef.
C Jamie was working at a Lon
don restaurant when he got
his big break. A TV producer, there to mak
e a documentary,
noticed the cheeky cook. He thought Jam
ie’s casual manner
and jokes would go down well with aud
iences and he ended
up giving him his own series, The Naked
Chef. The series got
its name from the recipes Jamie thought
up, which were
down-to-earth and uncomplicated. The
programmes were
extremely successful and Jamie was cata
pulted into the
limelight. Viewers watched him speedin
g about London on a

F

Time to talk
6 Do you think the TV series Jamie made
would be popular in your country?
Why/Why not?

7 Do you know any celebrity chefs? How similar are
they to Jamie Oliver?

Coming up … Jamie’s Kitchen on DVD. See page 93.
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Food

3 Put these words into the correct column. Can you
add more words?

1 Complete the sentences with these words from
the article on page 85.

beans cabbage cheese lamb peach
pineapple pork salmon tuna yoghurt

cookery delicious diet ﬁzzy host hygiene
ingredients junk food nutritious recipe
1 I’d like to make a pasta dish but I can’t ﬁnd a
......................... for it in the cookbook!
2 Do you have ......................... classes at school?
3 The meal my mum cooked last night was absolutely
......................... , so I had two helpings.
4 Whenever I have a ......................... drink, the bubbles
go up my nose!
5 Wholemeal bread is more ......................... than white
bread, so if you want to be healthy, eat more of it!
6 The ambassador is going to ......................... a party in
honour of the queen.
7 Have a look in the fridge and check whether we’ve got
all the ......................... we need for making a pizza.
8 Personal ......................... is important in the kitchen –
like washing your hands before touching food.
9 You should eat a balanced ......................... if you want
to be ﬁt and healthy.
10 If you eat a lot of ........................ , you’ll get fat!
2 Choose the correct word to complete the
sentences.
1 James left the milk out of the fridge and it’s gone
off/out.
2 I prefer tasty/savoury snacks to sweet things.
3 Would you like a bowl/plate of soup?
4 This steak is so hard/tough I can hardly chew it!
5 Have a sip/swallow of this drink. It’s delicious!
6 My dad has ordered/booked a table for us at a really
expensive restaurant!
7 The waiter was furious because we didn’t leave him a
bill/tip!
8 My brother wants to be a cook/cooker when he leaves
school.

Memorise
Work with a partner. Take turns to name a food
starting with each letter of the alphabet.

Fish/Seafood

Meat

Fruit/Vegetable Dairy product

4 Complete the sentences with the correct form of
these phrasal verbs. The deﬁnition of each phrasal
verb is given in brackets.
do up

give up

put on

run out of

wash up

1 We’ve ......................... milk. I’ll have to buy some
more. (use up)
2 You will ......................... weight if you don’t exercise.
(add/gain)
3 I’ve eaten so much I can’t ......................... my jeans!
(fasten)
4 I’m going to ......................... eating fast food. (stop)
5 I’ll ......................... if you dry! (clean the dishes)

WORDzone
Remember! Sometimes when words come together in
an idiom, they have a different meaning from usual.
He was working in a London restaurant when he got
his big break. (an unexpected opportunity to succeed)
5 Choose the phrase with a similar meaning to the
underlined words.
1 He helped out in the kitchen and enjoyed having
a laugh with everybody.
A making fun of
B having fun with
2 He was catapulted into the limelight.
A suddenly became famous
B was shocked by events
3 The trainee chefs bunked off work.
A left work early without permission
B did as little work as possible
4 They told Jamie sob stories.
A stories about the sad things that had happened
to them
B stories that might not have been true, to make
people feel sorry for them
5 He thought Jamie’s casual manner and jokes would
go down well with audiences.
A get a good reaction from
B make a poor impression on
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Gerunds and infinitives

GRAMMARzone
-ing form
after all prepositions and phrasal verbs
After auditioning 15,000 jobless young people ...
He ended up giving Jamie his own series.
after certain verbs (e.g. enjoy, like, love, hate, fancy,
feel like, avoid, suggest, recommend )
They enjoyed eating Jamie’s dinners.
after verbs of perception (e.g. see, hear ) when the
action after the verb is continuous)
Viewers watched him speeding about London.
after certain phrases
Jamie spent months travelling round the world.
as a noun
Jamie’s friends thought cooking was ‘a girlie thing’.

to-infinitive
after adjectives (e.g. easy, amazed, good)
It soon became impossible to book a table.
after certain verbs and phrases (e.g. agree, ask, decide)
They have promised to organise cookery lessons.
after certain verbs + object (e.g. ask, allow, forbid,
permit, want, advise )
Jamie persuaded them to try healthy food.

Infinitive without to
after let and make
Jamie let kids see what Turkey Twizzlers were like.
¨ Grammar File, page 163

1 Choose the correct forms to complete the text.

2 Complete the text with the correct form of the
verbs in brackets.

>>>>>>>Fast Food
For years, people around the world have enjo
yed
1) ......................... (eat) fast food. But the
risks of
2) ......................... (live) on a diet of burg
ers and pizzas are
becoming clear as obesity levels continue
3) .........................
(rise) in many countries. Fast-food chains
are ﬁnding it
difﬁcult 4) ......................... (cope) with thes
e health
concerns. Some have even been forced 5)
.........................
(change) their menus. At my local eating plac
e, they now let
customers 6) ......................... (order) tailo
r-made burgers
with variations, like extra lettuce and toma
toes. And the staff
don’t salt the chips unless customers ask
them
7) ......................... (do) so! Another well-kno
wn company
has stopped 8) ......................... (use) proc
essed meat in its
chicken nuggets and now uses only white
meat. Big deal!
One big food chain has won customers by
9) .........................
(offer) healthier items such as carrot sticks,
apple dippers and
walnut salads. They have started giving nutri
tional data on their
packaging, too, but they’ve been criticised for
10) ......................... (leave out) details of fat
and sugar content.

3 Complete the questions with the correct form of the
verbs in brackets. Then ask and answer with a
partner.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

How would you feel about ......................... (try) fugu?
Is there any food you object to ......................... (eat)?
Are you good at ......................... (cook)?
Do your parents usually make you .........................
(wash up)?
Are you ever tempted ......................... (skip) meals?
What do you plan ......................... (eat) today?
Are you keen on ......................... (go) to fast-food
chains?
Would you like ......................... (be) a celebrity chef?

1) Eating/To eat is not a
dangerous activity. But in Japan
there is one famous dish that
could end up 2) killing/to kill you! ‘Fugu’ is
a puffer ﬁsh and is considered a delicacy. It is very
expensive, so cooks are usually anxious 3) to not waste/not
to waste any of it. It is also highly poisonous, thanks to the
kind of food it spends its time 4) eating/to eat in the sea.
Only licensed fugu experts are allowed 5) cooking/to cook the
ﬁsh. The poison sits in its liver and if a cook fails 6) to remove/
removing this organ correctly, the poison may spread to other parts of the
ﬁsh. The consequences of eating this are not hard 7) imagining/to imagine
! Fortunately,
scientists have now managed 8) to breed/breed a variety of puffer ﬁsh that
is toxin-free.
This should come as a relief to many!

Deadly Food

Time to talk
4 Do you think it really
matters what we eat?
Why/Why not?
5 Do you think junk food
advertisements should be
banned? Why/Why not?
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Get ideas

SKILLzone

1 How healthy are each of these food items?

Are you making notes? Remember:
¨ Keep the topic or question in mind.
¨ Use abbreviations.
¨ Don’t write every word.

2.7

6 Listen to the example question and choose the
correct answer. Then listen and check.
A to persuade teenage athletes to eat a better diet
B to inform athletes of the food they should be eating
C to advise teenage athletes on their performance

2.8

7 Listen to the rest of the talk and choose the correct
answer for the questions you hear.
1 A They are still growing.
B They use a lot of energy.
C They may lose muscle.
2 A a lot of carbohydrates
B more protein than usual
C a variety of food
3 A calcium

2 How important do you think a healthy diet is to ﬁtness?
3 Match the parts of the body (1–8) with their
functions (a–h).
1 brain

a separates waste liquid from the blood

2 heart

b give you strength; allow you to move

3 kidney

c holds you upright

4 liver

d pushes blood around your body

5 muscles

e used to think and feel

6 spine

f processes your food

7 stomach

g support your muscles; allow you to move

8 bones

h cleans your blood

Time to listen
2.5

4 You will hear a talk about what teenage athletes
should eat. Listen to the instructions for the task
and decide in what order you will hear this
information.
t XIBUUPESJOLBOEXIFOUPFBU
t UIFJNQPSUBODFPGXIBUZPVFBU
t EJGGFSFOUUZQFTPGGPPE

2.6
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5 Listen to the opening part of the talk and make
notes. Use the Skillzone to help you. Compare your
notes with a partner.

B iron

C vitamins

4 A very large muscles
B problems with digestion
C kidney problems
5 A They should only eat fatty foods occasionally.
B They should eat fatty foods several hours before
exercising.
C They should always eat fatty foods after exercising.
6 A They haven’t been tested on teenagers.
B They have damaging side effects.
C They don’t help you improve at sport.
7 A It varies according to the individual.
B two cups before exercise
C one cup during exercise
8 A It can make you feel nervous.
B It can cause problems sleeping.
C It can make you dehydrated.
9 A when you don’t like water
B when you feel tired
C when the weather is hot
10 A Eat a meal two to four hours before a game.
B Eat snacks leading up to the game.
C Eat a big carbohydrate meal the night before a game.

8 Eat right, stay ﬁt! | Speaking
Get ideas

2.9

1 Do you think young people need a special diet
when they play sport? What should they eat in
order to have more energy?

4 Listen to a student asking about both diets. Which
diet does she choose to eat?

Useful phrases
Making a choice
In my opinion, this one would be better.
To my mind, this one’s more suitable.
To my way of thinking, this one’s fine.
In my view, this one is best.

2 Look at photos A and B showing different diets.
Choose a photo and prepare to ask questions in
order to ﬁnd information about the diet shown. Ask
about these points.
t XIBUUIFIFBMUICFOFmUTPGUIFEJFUBSF
t IPXUIFEJFUXJMMIFMQZPVSTQPSUTQFSGPSNBODF
t XIBUUIFEJTBEWBOUBHFTPGUIFEJFUBSF
t IPXFBTZUIFGPPETBSFUPQSFQBSF

Giving reasons
For one thing, ... . For another, ...
Another reason is that ...
Most importantly, ...

3 Ask and answer your questions with a partner.
A
2.9

5 Which diet would you choose? Use the Useful
phrases to help you.

Time to speak

EXAMzone

Worried about speaking? Relax!
¨ There’s no wrong or right answer – it’s your choice.
¨ Use information from the questions to explain your
choice.

6 You want to play a sport to get ﬁtter. With a partner,
look at the photos on page 141 showing two options.
Ask and answer questions about these things:
t IPXNVDIFOFSHZFBDITQPSUVTFT
t UIFCFOFmUTPGFBDITQPSU
t XIJDITQPSUJTIBSEFSUPMFBSO
t IPXNVDIQSBDUJDFZPVOFFEGPSFBDITQPSU
7 Take turns to explain which sport you would
choose.

B
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Words that go together
1 Match these prepositions with the groups of phrases (1–4).
at

in

1
2
3
4

.....
.....
.....
.....

on

out

good time, charge of, touch
any rate, ﬁrst, last
the whole, his own, the phone
of order, of breath, of the ordinary

WORDzone
Remember! Some words and prepositions go together
to make a fixed phrase.
at risk
on time
out of control

2 Complete the web article with the correct prepositions.

Freerunning is the hot new sport. It involves jumping between
buildings and over everyday objects in the street.
I teach freerunning; the techniques I teach mean my
students can land and roll, leap over objects or run up a run.
Apart 1) ......................... learning how to do all this,
they need to practise a lot so they are not
2) ......................... danger of injuring
themselves.
I suggest that people
in my class practise

every day if they want to get better, because the key to
learning freerunning is practice – repeating the moves again
and again. I advise them to drill the basic techniques before
moving on to more ambitious stuff. Although freerunning
looks spontaneous, freerunners should never be
3) ......................... of control of their movements. Most
importantly, until they are on top 4) ......................... the
basics and are of a competent level, I recommend
practising all tricks at ground level – beginners should
never jump between buildings. In addition
5) ......................... this, I suggest practising
tricks on something soft ﬁrst. Then I
let them move on to grass, then
ﬁnally concrete. 6) .......................
all, I strongly advise students not
to attempt any of these tricks without proper
training and equipment, or their safety will
be 7) ......................... risk.

3 Choose the word or phrase that best completes the sentence.
1 When I ﬁrst tried freerunning, I was so bad that I
was ..... hurting myself.
A at risk
B in danger of
C under threat
D in peril
2 I ..... onions – I never eat them!
A can’t take
B don’t tolerate
C don’t fancy
D can’t stand
3 Even though I was interested in being a sports
teacher, I ..... as a chef!
A came out
B turned up
C ended up
D set out
4 You need a very high ..... to succeed in sport.
A motivation
B target
C intention
D inspiration
5 I think I did quite well at basketball as it was my
ﬁrst ..... .
A proof
B attempt
C test
D bid
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6 The freerunning stunts in the ﬁlm were absolutely ..... .
A interesting
B good
C dramatic
D thrilling
7 You need to learn the moves for freerunning ..... if
you want to succeed.
A thoroughly
B absolutely
C entirely
D totally
8 I love junk food, ..... I know it’s bad for me.
A beside
B even though
C despite
D in spite of
9 Mum always ..... food in oil instead of fat as it’s
healthier.
A toasts
B grills
C fries
D washes
10 We had a(n) ..... opportunity to train with the best
coach.
A unique
B only
C lone
D once

8 Eat right, stay ﬁt! | Use your English
More gerunds and inﬁnitives

3 Choose the word or phrase that best completes the
sentence.

GRAMMARzone

1 If you want to get ﬁt, I can ..... you how to do it.
A suggest
B advise
C recommend
D propose

-ing or to-infinitive

2 When I was training, I managed ..... two litres of
water a day.
A drink
B to drink
C drinking
D for drink

Some verbs are followed by an -ing form or to-infinitive
with a change in meaning:
Do you remember ordering the cookery book?
Did you remember to defrost the meat?
The doctor says I need to lose weight.
The vegetables need washing.
We stopped talking when the teacher came in.
We stopped to have lunch.
¨ Grammar File, page 164
1 Choose the correct alternative to complete the
sentences.
1 Did you remember to practise/practising your words
today? The school play is on next weekend.
2 After three hours’ strenuous training, we had to stop
to have/having a drink.
3 The vegetables are fresh but not ready to cook. They
need washing/to wash ﬁrst.
4 I still remember studying/to study cookery in primary
school. I used to bake my own cakes for the class!
5 You really must stop to eat/eating too many carbs if
you want to lose weight.
6 If you have problems with your sleep, try to have/
having a warm bath before going to bed.
7 You don’t need to bring/bringing your own equipment
to the pilates class. Your trainer will provide it for you.
8 There’s a lot of pressure in the team as we are trying
hard to improve/improving our performance for the
ﬁnal games.
2 Complete the sentences with the correct form of
the verbs in brackets.
1 If you want to take up football, try ......................... the
club. (phone)
2 She advises us ......................... early in the morning.
(practise)
3 You mustn’t forget ......................... lots of water while
you’re running. (drink)
4 The dietician suggested ......................... cheese as a
good source of calcium. (eat)
5 Don’t try ......................... this equipment on your own.
Ask a trainer ﬁrst. (use)
6 You should stop ......................... twenty-four hours
before you compete. (train)

3 Do you really need ..... time out while you’re training?
A take
B to take
C taking
D you take
4 Don’t forget ..... kneepads when you’re skateboarding.
A wearing
B worn
C wear
D to wear
5 ..... lots of chocolate bars can be bad for you.
A Eating
B Eat
C Eat up
D To eat
6 When I started taking sports seriously, I ate .....
junk food.
A much fewer
B plenty less
C far less
D only a few
7 By the time I arrived at the shop, the cake ..... .
A had sold
B was sold
C had been sold
D to be sold
8 I would suggest ..... to your doctor before you diet.
A you speak
B you to speak
C you speaking
D to speak
9 If you get there late, training ..... and the coach will be
furious with you.
A begins
B had begun
C will begin
D will have begun
10 ..... of the tennis players served well in the singles ﬁnal.
D None
A Neither B Either C Any

Time to talk
4 Your friend doesn’t play sports, but wants to start.
What would you advise him/her to do?
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Get ideas
1 What do you think are the beneﬁts of sports clubs?
What facilities should they offer?

Plan ahead
2 Your school is thinking of starting an after-school
sports club. With a partner, make suggestions
about:
t XIJDIUZQFTPGTQPSUJUDPVMEPGGFS
t IPXPGUFOUIFDMVCTIPVMENFFU
t IPXUIFDMVCDPVMECFBEWFSUJTFE

3 Read the report about a new
sports club which a student has
written for the head teacher. Would
you like to join this club?
To: Mrs Blake
Subject: New sports club
Introduction
e recommendations
The purpose of this report is to mak
for a new sports club.
What types of sport?
ents are football,
The most popular sports with the stud
already play
ents
basketball and badminton. Many stud
end offering
football outside school, so I recomm
could be used
basketball and badminton. The gym
for both sports.
How often should the club meet?
a week and also that
I suggest that the club meets twice
s at weekends. Two
it meets occasionally for competition
ple the chance to
meetings a week will give more peo
to set up competitions
play. I would advise the organisers
harder and also more
as this will encourage people to try
people to join.
Advertising the club
the school website
I recommend the club advertises on
ool. There could
and on notice boards around the sch
ool newspaper and
also be an announcement in the sch
organisers or
in classes. In addition, some of the
of the sports in the
ons
teachers could give demonstrati
gym.
Conclusion
be a good idea and
In my view, a new sports club would
how this could be
the recommendations above show
achieved.
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4 Read the report again and answer the questions.
1 Does it contain all the points asked for in Exercise 2?
2 Is it clearly divided into separate topics with
headings?
3 Does it have an appropriate introduction and
conclusion?
4 Are there reasons for the recommendations?

Language to use
5 Look at these examples of report language. Are
they formal or informal?
The purpose of this report is ...
The aim of this report is ...
I would strongly recommend ...
My suggestion is ...
If these changes are introduced, ...
I can recommend ...
In conclusion, ...
In my opinion, ...
6 Find all the examples of recommend, suggest and
advise in the report in Exercise 3.

8 Eat right, stay ﬁt! | Writing

SKILLzone
7 Rewrite these suggestions as formal
recommendations. Use the words in brackets.
1 Why don’t we use the gym to set up table tennis
competitions? (suggest/-ing)
2 Maybe we could also invite a coach from the local
football team to help us. (recommend/that)
3 I’d like to hold meetings on one night during the week
and every Saturday. (would recommend/-ing)
4 I don’t think it’s a good idea to charge students money
to join the club. (wouldn’t advise/-ing)

each new topic.
Remember! In a report, use headings for
and make notes
Decide how many paragraphs you need
on what to include in each one.
views.
Don’t forget to give clear reasons for your
, but make a
Make sure you give an objective view
recommendation if you are asked for one.

10 Make a plan and write your report in 120–180 words.

Time to watch Jamie’s Kitchen
11 Watch the DVD and do the activities on page 151.

Time to write a report
8 You belong to a sports club. The organiser has
asked you to write a report a) describing any
problems with the club, and b) suggesting how the
club could be improved. Make notes on what
problems there could be with these things:
t TQPSUTBWBJMBCMF
t DIBOHJOHSPPNT
t NFFUJOHUJNFT
t DPNQFUJUJPOT
t USBJOJOH
9 Choose three problems from Exercise 8 and
suggest solutions.
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